In this paper we apply a time series based Vector Auto Regressive (VAR) approach to the problem of predicting unemployment insurance claims in different census regions of the United States. Unemployment insurance claims data, reported weekly, are a leading indicator of the US unemployment rate. Gathering weekly unemployment claims and aggregating by region, we model correlation between the different census regions. Additionally, we explore the use of external variables such as Bing search query volumes and URL site clicks related to unemployment claims. To prevent any spurious predictors from appearing in the model we use sparse model based regularization. Preliminary results indicate that our approach is promising and in future work we plan to extend it to a larger set of predictors and a longer data range.
INTRODUCTION
The unemployment rate is a key indicator of the state of the economy, though in most places it is only reported monthly. Unemployment insurance claims data (See Figure (2) ), on the other hand, are reported weekly and are a leading indicator of the unemployment rate, making predicting the unemployment claims data very valuable. Using historical unemployment claims data collected at the state level starting from January 2013 to April 2016, we aggregate by census region into nine separate regions shown in figure (1) . For each of these census regions we also gather Bing query term search volumes and URL click counts to use as external predictive variables. A URL click is a click on the blue link that shows in search results and takes one to a new webpage. Since unemployed, or soon to be unemployed individuals, likely search for information about unemployment and where to make claims, we hypothesize this information serves as a good concurrent and/or leading indicator of unemployment claims. Searches on unemployment could signal general concern about losing ones job or a need for information post job loss. URL clicks provide a way to essentially count how many people are going to each state's claims site, since the first search result is generally the source states respective unemployment site. This data also shows cross region search activity. Since insurance claims are made in the state one works in, not the state someone resides in, states will show search activity for claims in their neighboring states. Combining all of this cross information creates a relatively complex time series regression model, but provides an improvement over other simpler models making it worthwhile. Prior research using time series search data and unemployment does not analyze at this level of granularity nor develop a model with this degree of cross interactions between explanatory variables. 
NOTATION AND MODEL
We propose a sparse vector auto regressive model with exogenous variables (VAR-X) for the weekly unemployment claims for k = 9 census regions in the United States. Let Yt ∈ k be the vector of weekly unemployment claims and Xt weekly normalized query volumes and URL visits. Then the VAR-X model
where Θ (i) ∈ k×k captures the regional dependence and β (i) ∈ k×m captures the cross-regional exogenous relationships. This model essentially captures the intuition that spatial proximity of the regions could indicate correlated claims. Additionally since we observed that people often search for unemployment claims in neighboring states, this indicates that model (1) can also account for correlation between claims and exogenous signals in different regions.
The fundamental difference between our approach and that of [] is that we infer the cross regional dependence by estimating the model using a sparsity inducing 1-norm instead of imposing structural constraints. The optimization problem we solve is
where Θ and β are the stacked representations of the response and exogenous coefficient matrices.
RELATED WORK
Choi and Varian (See [2] ) used google trends data to predict initial jobless claims. Our work differs from theirs in the modeling technique, selection of predictor variables and level of data aggregation. They looked at jobless claims only at the national level. Since initial jobless claims is often a leading indicator of the reported unemployment rate it is valuable to review works predicting unemployment rates too. In this realm, Askitas and Zimmermann [1] , Suhoy [6] and D'Amuri and Marcucci [3] use search data to predict unemployment in Germany, Israel, and the US respectively. One downside of unemployment rate prediction is that most rates are reported on a monthly basis, while initial unemployment claims data are reported weekly. Additionally, Choi and Varian do a review of predicting various variables in the present, including unemployment along with travel and consumer confidence. We expand on this approach by using a more general forecasting model accounting for cross dependence between regions and also the different exogenous signals (query terms and clicks on links to specific sites to further improve predictions).
De Luna et al. [4] looked at a Vector Auto Regressive (VAR) model for predicting monthly unemployment rates in the census regions. While this approach has some resemblance to our method, the important thing to note is that we do not force any spatial constraints in the model to infer any dependence between the regions. We achieve this goal by using a sparse penalty in the model. More importantly our model also incorporates exogenous signals. Search data provides an interesting source of boundary crossing information, since an individual can work in one state or region but live in another where their search occurs. Finally, the query volume for each search time is normalized by considering the log transformed ratio of relevant query volume and the total number of distinct searches for that week. We currently only look at 178 weeks of data and we believe that with a longer history we could achieve even better prediction rates. Additionally, we are currently working on using more exogenous signals to improve the prediction accuracy.
DATA AND ESTIMATION
(Region) As we can see in Figure ( 2) there is a seasonal component (52 weeks) to the claims data we seasonal difference before we estimate the model. After differencing we use 1/3rd of the data for training the model, 1/3rd for validation and the rest for testing. We use one-step rolling prediction to choose the regularization parameter in the cross validation procedure. The forecast on the test period is a one-step ahead rolling prediction. Note that that in our case we have more exogenous signals (and hence parameters) than data points but the use of regularization allows us to estimate a model even in this data deficient case.
Because the URL visits and the query volume can be sparse, we created two exogenous series for every region, one consisting of the average over all query volumes for that region and another for the average URL clicks for the region. The average query volumes are normalized by the total volume for that week for every region. This is expected to smooth out noise as well as handle missing data issues. Thus we have 9 claims time series and 18 exogenous series and using the VAR-X approach we hope to be able to incorporate any correlations across regions (both in the exogenous and the response).
We compare the performance of the VAR-X models with the following time series To estimate the model we used the optimization techniques developed in [5] and the evaluation metric is the root mean squared error for the test period. For the VAR-X models, p = 2 and s = 1 gave the best performance. This supports the intuition that there is a lag of 1-week between claim relevant searches and the actual claim application.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Sparsity Pattern Generated by BigVAR
Sparsity Pattern Generated by BigVAR Thus the sparse framework can capture these dependencies without encoding any prior information as is done in [4] . Moreover there could be other similarities between regions that are either unknown or difficult to encode. We believe that the sparse modeling approach can help us identify these latent relationships using only the corresponding predictive power on a hold out set. Moreover when we include the exogenous signals the dependence on the history can be partly compensated, as indicated by the lighter sparsity pattern in the auto-regressive coefficient matrices. Figure (4) . We are currently trying to improve the accuracy in some regions using a more principled approach to find predictive URLs and queries. However our preliminary results do indicate that there is merit in using model such as (1).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a model to predict weekly unemployment claims, which is a leading indicator of the unemployment rate. The VAR-X model incorporates predictive dependence between the different census regions and includes dependence on exogenous signals in the form of normalized URL and query volume. This data was collected for a period of 178 weeks by looking at a fixed set of queries and the set of first URLs clicked after entering the query.
Our preliminary results indicate that except for a few regions where the exogenous signals seem to help improve the prediction accuracy a little, the cross-region dependence appears to be very useful. We hypothesize that this could be due to not just spatial proximity but also due to socioeconomic similarities between the census regions.
We are currently exploring the use of queries and URL visits in a more systematic fashion, where we start with a large pool of queries and URLs and then filter out the predictive ones based on our sparse model and a holdout period. We believe that with data going back to 2011 and a much larger set of query/URL candidates we can can achieve better prediction accuracy.
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